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Representation dimensions linked by Frobenius bimodules with
applications to group algebras
Changchang Xi
Abstract
We establish relations between representation dimensions of two algebras connected by a sym-
metric separable equivalence, or a Frobenius bimodule or extension. Consequently, upper bounds
and equality formulas for representation dimensions of group algebras, parabolic subalgebras and
crossed products are obtained. Particularly, for any subgroup H of a finite group G, if [G : H] is
invertible in an Artin algebra, then the group algebras of G and H over the Artin algebra have the
same representation dimensions. More generally, if two Artin algebras are symmetric separably
equivalent, then they have the same representation dimensions.
1 Introduction
Let A be an Artin algebra, that is, a k-algebra over a commutative Artin ring k such that it is a finitely
generated k-module. We denote by A-mod the category of all finitely generated left A-modules. For
an X ∈ A-mod, we denote by add(X) the additive category generated by M in A-mod. An A-module
AM ∈A-mod is called a generator if AA∈ add(M); and cogenerator ifD(AA)∈ add(M), whereD stands
for the usual duality for Artin algebras. Now, we first review Auslander’s representation dimension of
algebras in [1].
Let A be an Artin algebra. The representation dimension of A, denoted by repdim(A), is defined to
be
repdim(A) := inf{gldim(EndA(M)) |M = AA⊕D(AA)⊕X , X ∈ A -mod}
where gldim stands for the global dimension.
Clearly, repdim(A)= 0 if and only if A is semisimple, and there are no algebras Awith repdim(A)=
1. Auslander proved in [1] that repdim(A)≤ 2 if and only if A is representation-finite. It was shown in
[11] that repdim(A) is finite for any Artin algebra A.
In this note, we establish relations between representation dimensions of algebras linked by sym-
metric separable equivalences or Frobenius bimodules, including Frobenius extensions.
Frobenius extensions were initially introduced by Kasch in [16], and developed later by many
authors (see the references in [14]). As is known, Frobenius bimodules and extensions have many
applications in different branches in mathematics, for instance, in knot theory, Yang-Baxter equations,
code theory and representation theory of algebras (see [7, 14, 28]).
In general, there are no expected relations between representation dimensions of algebras linked by
arbitrary Frobenius bimodules. This can be seen from Frobenius extensions. On the one hand, if A is a
Frobenius k-algebra over a field k, then k →֒ A is a Frobenius extension. In this case, 0= repdim(k)≤
repdim(A), but the latter can be arbitrary. On the other hand, the n× n matrix algebra Mn(k) over k
is a separable, Frobenius extension of the centrosymmetric matrix algebra Sn(k) (see [29]). In this
case, if k has characteristic 2, then repdim
(
Sn(k)
)
= 2 > 0 = repdim
(
Mn(k)
)
. Nevertheless, we shall
establish the following two results in this direction. The first one is under some conditions on Frobenius
bimodules.
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Theorem 1.1. Let A and B be Artin algebras, and let BMA be a Frobenius bimodule such that BM is a
generator for B-mod, B is M-separable over A, and the A-A-bimodule EndB(M) is centrally projective
over A. If A is non-semisimple, then repdim(B)≤ repdim(A).
Before we state the second result related to representation dimensions and Frobenius bimodules,
we first recall some definitions (see [12, 13, 2, 18, 21]).
Let R and S be rings with identity. We say that R separably divides S if there are bimodules RPS and
SQR which are finitely generated and projective as one-sided modules, and there is a split epimorphism
ν : RP⊗SQR → RRR of R-R-bimodules [13]; and that R symmetric separably divides S if R separably
divides S, and additionally, the functors F := RP⊗S− and and G := SQ⊗R− are an adjoint pair (F,G)
between the categories of all left modules, S-Mod and R-Mod, with ν the counit of adjunction.
Recall that rings R and S are separably equivalent if R separably divides S with split epimorphism
ν : RP⊗SQR→ RRR of R-R-bimodules and S separably divides Rwith split epimorphism µ : SQ⊗RPS→
SSS of S-S-bimodules. Further, rings R and S are symmetric separably equivalent if R symmetric
separably divides S with adjoint functors (F := RP⊗S−,G := SQ⊗R−) and S symmetric separably
divides R with adjoint functors (G,F) (see [13, Definition 6.1, Remark 6.1]). In other words, the
functors F and G between S-Mod and R-Mod are Frobenius functors [20], that is, adjoint in either
order. In this case, RPS and BQA are Frobenius bimodules.
Theorem 1.2. If Artin algebras A and B are symmetric separably equivalent, then repdim(A) =
repdim(B).
An example of Theorem 1.2 is a separable, Frobenius extension B ⊆ A of Artin algebras with a
Frobenius homomorphism E : A→ B such that the restriction of E to B is the identity map idB. Then A
and B are symmetric separably equivalent by [15, p.348] or [13, Proposition 6.1]. Thus repdim(A) =
repdim(B) by Theorem 1.2. Another example is a separable equivalence between symmetric Artin
algebras A and B. Recall that an Artin algebra A is symmetric if A≃ D(A) as A-A-bimodules where D
is the usual duality for Artin algebras. In this case, A and B are, in fact, symmetric separably equivalent
by [15, Corollary 5.5] for rings, or by [21, Section 2] for finite-dimensional algebras, and therefore
have the same representation dimensions.
Theorem 1.2 reproves a known fact that stable equivalences of Morita type between finite-dimensional
algebra over algebraically closed field preserve representation dimensions (see [26]).
Our results can be applied to Frobenius extensions, and we then get two types of conditions for
inequality of representation dimensions. For details, we refer the reader to Corollary 2.8. For ap-
plications to parabolic subalgebras of symmetric algebras, we refer to Corollary 2.15. As to crossed
products and group algebras, we mention here the following corollary which is of interest for calcula-
tions of representation dimensions for group algebras of finite groups.
Corollary 1.3. (1) Let k be an Artin algebra. Then, for any subgroup H of a finite group G with [G :H]
invertible in k, we have repdim(k[G]) = repdim(k[H]) ≤ |H|, where k[G] stands for the group algebra
of G over k.
(2) Let k be a field, and let H be a finite-dimensional cocommutative Hopf-algebra over k, A a
left H-module algebra with a central trace 1 element, and σ an invertible normal two cocycle. If the
algebra A is non-semisimple, then repdim(A#σH)≤ repdim(A), where A#σH is the crossed product of
A with H by σ.
Thus, for the group algebra k[G] of a finite groupG over a field k of characteristic p, repdim(k[G])=
repdim(k[P]) where P is any Sylow p-subgroup of G. In particular, if two groups G and H share a
common Sylow p-subgroup, then repdim(k[G]) = repdim(k[H]). Note that k[G] and k[H] are indeed
symmetric separably equivalent.
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Proofs of all results in this section will be implemented in the next section where terminology
unexplained in this section will be recalled.
2 Proofs of the results
Let R be a ring with identity. We denote by R-Mod (respectively, R-mod) the category of all (re-
spectively, finitely generated) left A-modules. For an R-module M in R-mod, let add(M) be the full
subcategory of R-mod consisting of all direct summands of direct sums of finitely many copies of M.
Composition of two homomorphisms f : X →Y and g :Y → Z will be denoted by f g : X → Z.
Let S be another ring with identity and SMR an S-R-bimodule. For convenience, we write
∗M for
HomS(SM,SSS) and M
∗ for HomRop(SMR,RRR). Recall that SMR is called a Frobenius bimodule if SM
and MR both are finitely generated projective modules and
∗M ≃M∗ as R-S-bimodules; and S is said
to be M-separable over R (see [22]) if the evaluation map M⊗R
∗M → S is split surjective as S-S-
bimodules, that is, SSS ∈ add(SM⊗R
∗M). Note that if M is a left S-generator, then S is M-separable
over EndS(M) since SM⊗EndS(M)
∗M ≃ SSS. According to Hirata [9], an R-R-bimodule N is said to be
centrally projective over R if RNR ∈ add(RRR).
Definition 2.1. Let f : S→ R be an injective homomorphism of rings. We say that f is
(1) a Frobenius extension (see [17]) if SRR (or RRS) is a Frobenius S-R-bimodule (or R-S-bimodule);
(2) a semisimple extension if the multiplication map R⊗SX→ X is split surjective for all R-module
X, or equivalently, the kernel of the map is a direct summand of R⊗S X .
(3) a separable extension if the multiplication map R⊗SR→R is split surjective as R-R-bimodules;
(4) an H-separable extension if the R-R-bimodule R⊗S R is centrally projective over R, that is,
R⊗S R ∈ add(RRR) (see [9]), and
(5) a split extension if f is a split injective homomorphism of S-S-bimodules, that is, SSS ∈
add(SRS).
Clearly, separable extensions are semisimple extensions. It is shown in [9, 24] that H-separable
extensions are separable extensions. Also, Frobenius extensions generalise the notion of Frobenius
algebra over a field. Recall that a finite-dimensional k-algebra A over a field k is called a Frobenius
algebra if AA≃ Homk(AA,k) as left A-modules, that is, the map k→ A is a Frobenius extension.
A characterization of Frobenius extensions reads as follows: An extension S⊆ R of rings is Frobe-
nius if and only if there is an S-S-bimodule homomorphism E : R→ S, 2n elements xi,yi ∈ R, 1≤ i≤ n,
such that, for any a ∈ R,
n
∑
i=1
xiE(yia) = a= ∑
i
E(axi)yi.
In this case, (E,xi,yi) is called a Frobenius system, E is called a Frobenius homomorphism and ∑i xiyy
is called a relative Casimir element of the extension. For further information on Frobenius extensions,
we refer to [17, 14], and pertaining to separable extensions and their generalizations, we refer to [4].
On relations between H-separable extensions and Frobenius extensions we cite results in [22,
Proposition 2] (see also [6, Proposition 3.2]) and [23, Theorem 1.2, Theorem 2] as the following
lemma for the convenience of the later use.
Lemma 2.2. (1) Let SMR be an S-R-bimodule such that MR is finitely generated and projective, and let
E :=EndRop(MR). Then S is M-separable over R if and only if there is an S-S-bimodule homomorphism
h : E → S with (idM)h= 1, that is, SSS ∈ add(SES).
(2) If S⊆ R is a split, H-separable extension of rings such that SR and RS are projective and finitely
generated, then S ⊆ R is a Frobenius extension.
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(3) If S ⊆ R is a separable extension such that SRS is centrally projective over S, then S ⊆ R is a
Frobenius extension.
A typical example satisfying the conditions of Lemma 2.2(1) is the following case: Let k be a
commutative ring, G a group and H a subgroup of G such that [G : H] < ∞. We write k[G] for the
group ring of G over k. If we define S := k[H], R = k[G] and M = Sk[G]R, then S is M-separable over
R by Lemma 2.2 since SEnd
op
R (MR)S =k[H] k[G]k[H] and the decomposition of G into double cosets of
H shows that k[H] is a direct summand of k[G] as a k[H]-bimodule. Thus k[H] is k[H]k[G]k[G]-separable
over k[G], that is, the extension S⊆ R is H-separable.
We need the following result, due to Auslander [1], which is based on the fact that the additive
categories add(AM) and add(EndA(M)EndA(M)) are equivalent under the functor HomA(M,−).
Lemma 2.3. Let A be an Artin algebra and M a generator-cogenerator for A-mod. Define E :=
EndA(M). Suppose m≥ 2 is an integer. Then the following are equivalent:
(1) gldim(E)≤ m.
(2) pdE
(
HomA(M,Y )
)
≤m−2 for all Y ∈ A-mod, where pd means projective dimension.
(3) For each A-module Y ∈ A-mod, there is an exact sequence
0−→Mm−2 −→ ...−→M1 −→M0 −→ Y −→ 0,
in A-mod with M j ∈ add(AM) for j = 0, ....,m−2, such that the induced sequence
0−→ HomA(X ,Mm−2)−→ ...−→ HomA(X ,M1)−→ HomA(X ,M0)−→ HomA(,Y )−→ 0
is exact for all X ∈ add(AM), or equivalently,
0−→ HomA(M,Mm−2)−→ ...−→ HomA(M,M1)−→ HomA(M,M0)−→ HomA(M,Y )−→ 0
is exact.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. We define ANB :=
∗M = HomB(BM,BB). Then
M⊗A−≃ HomA(AN,−) : A-mod−→ B-mod and N⊗B−≃ HomB(M,−) : B-mod−→ A-mod
(for example, see [28]). To prove Theorem 1.1, we show the following statements.
(1) If AX is a generator for A-mod, then BM⊗AX is a generator for B-mod because BM is a generator
for B-mod.
(2) If AX is a cogenerator for A-mod, then BM⊗A X is a cogenerator for B-mod. In fact, if we
assume X = D(AA)⊕X
′, then BM⊗A X = BM⊗AD(AA)⊕ BM⊗A X
′. So we only need to prove that
BM⊗AD(AA) is a cogenerator for B-mod. But this follows from
BM⊗AD(AA)≃ HomA(ANB,D(AA))≃ D(A⊗ANB)≃D(NB) = D(HomB(BM,BBB))
and the fact that BB ∈ add(BM) implies
BB ∈ add(HomB(BM,BBB)) and D(BB) ∈ add(DHomB(BM,BBB)) = add
(
B
M⊗AD(AA)
)
.
Hence BM⊗AX is a cogenerator for B-mod.
(3) Let AX be a generator-cogenerator for A-mod such that n := repdim(A) = gldim(EndA(X))≥ 2.
Then we show gldim(EndB(M⊗AX))≤ n.
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In fact, since n := repdim(A) = gldim(EndA(X)) ≥ 2, this means by Lemma 2.3 that, for any
A-moduleU , there is an exact sequence
0−→Un−2 −→Un−3 −→ ·· · −→U1 −→U0 −→U −→ 0
such that U j ∈ add(AX) and HomA(X ,−) preserves exactness of this sequence. Now, let BV be a
B-module. Then, by Lemma 2.3, we have an exact sequence of A-modules:
(∗) 0−→ Xn−2 −→ Xn−3 −→ ·· · −→ X1 −→ X0 −→ AN⊗BV −→ 0
with X j ∈ add(AX) such that HomA(X
′,−) preserves exactness of (∗) for X ′ ∈ add(AX). Since MA is
projective, we get an exact sequence
(∗∗) 0−→ BM⊗AXn−2−→ BM⊗AXn−3−→·· · −→ BM⊗AX1−→ BM⊗AX0−→ BM⊗AN⊗BV −→ 0.
Clearly BM⊗A X j ∈ add(BM⊗A X). To see that HomB(BM⊗A X ,−) preserves exactness of (∗∗), we
note the isomorphisms
HomB(M⊗AX ,M⊗AX j)≃ HomA(M⊗AX ,HomA(ANB,X j))≃ HomA(AN⊗BM⊗AX ,X j).
Since AN⊗BMA is centrally projective over A, that is, AN⊗BMA ∈ add(AAA), we have
AN⊗BMA⊗AX j ∈ add(AA⊗AX j) ∈ add(AX).
Hence, in the commutative diagram
0 // (M⊗A X ,M⊗A Xn−2) //
≃

· · · // (M⊗A X ,M⊗A X0)
≃

// (M⊗A X ,M⊗AN⊗BV )
≃

// 0
0 // (N⊗BM⊗B X ,Xn−2) // · · · // (N⊗BM⊗B X ,X0) // (N⊗BM⊗B X ,N⊗BV ) // 0,
the bottom row is exact. This means that the top row is also exact and that the projective dimension
of the EndB(M⊗AX)-module HomB(M⊗A X ,M⊗AN⊗AV ) is at most n−2. Since B is M-separable
over A, that is, BBB ∈ add(B(M⊗A N)B), we have BV ≃ BB⊗BV ∈ add
(
B
(M⊗A N)⊗BV
)
. Thus the
EndB(M⊗A X)-module HomB(M⊗AX ,V ), as a direct summand of the module HomB(M⊗A X ,M⊗A
N⊗AV ), has projective dimension at most n− 2. Hence gldim(End(BM⊗A X)) ≤ n by Lemma 2.3.
This implies
repdim(B)≤ gldim(EndB(M⊗AX))≤ n= repdim(A). 
Next, we prove Theorem 1.2 on symmetric separable equivalences. Before we start its proof, we
first recall a couple of definitions and show a few general facts.
Let C be a category, D a full subcategory of C , and X an object in C . A morphism f : D→ X in C
is called a right D-approximation of X if D ∈ D and the induced map HomC (−, f ): HomC (D
′,D)→
HomC (D
′,X) is surjective for every object D′ ∈D . A morphism f : X →Y in C is called right minimal
if any morphism g : X → X with g f = f is an automorphism. A minimal right D-approximation of
X is a right D-approximation of X , which is right minimal. Dually, there are the notions of left D-
approximations and left minimal morphisms.
Lemma 2.4. Let B⊆ A be an extension of rings, and let BY ∈ B-mod. If X ∈ A-mod and f : Y0 → BX
is a right add(BY )-approximation of BX, then 1⊗B f : A⊗BY0 → A⊗B X is a right add(AA⊗B Y )-
approximation of AA⊗BX, that is, the induced map HomA(A⊗BY,A⊗BY0)→HomA(A⊗BY,A⊗BX)
is surjective.
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Proof. We show that, for any homomorphism α : A⊗BY → A⊗BX , there is a homomorphism α
′ :
A⊗BY → A⊗BY0 such that α = α
′(1⊗ f ). Note that, for the restriction functor F : A-mod→ B-mod,
there is an adjoint pair (A⊗B−,F) of functors and the counit of this pair is just the multiplication
map εX : A⊗BX → AX . For the given α, due to the adjunction isomorphism, there is a homomorphism
β : BY → BA⊗BX of B-modules such that α= (1⊗Bβ)εA⊗BX . Since f is a right add(BY )-approximation
of BX , there exists a homomorphism g : Y →Y0 of B-modules such that the diagram is commutative:
BY
β
//
g

BA⊗BX
FεX
//
BX
Y0
f
//
BX
By applying A⊗B− to the diagram, we obtain the commutative diagram
A⊗BY
1⊗β
//
1⊗g

A⊗BA⊗BX
1⊗FεX
// A⊗BX
A⊗BY0
1⊗ f
// A⊗BX
Note that εA⊗BX = 1⊗ (FεX). Hence
α = (1⊗β)εA⊗BX = (1⊗β)(1⊗FεX) = (1⊗g)(1⊗ f ).
If we define α′ = 1⊗g, then α = α′(1⊗ f ), as desired. 
The following lemma can be proved similarly as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, we leave its verifi-
cation to the interested reader.
Lemma 2.5. Let B ⊆ A be a Frobenius extension, and Y be a generator and cogenerator for B-mod.
Then A⊗BY is a generator and cogenerator for A-mod.
Proposition 2.6. Let B ⊆ A be a semisimple, Frobenius extension of Artin algebras with B non-
semisimple. Then repdim(A)≤ repdim(B).
Proof. Suppose that BY is a generator and cogenerator for B-mod such that n := repdim(B) =
gldim(EndB(Y )). Note that n ≥ 2. Then, by Lemma 2.5, A⊗B Y is generator and cogenerator for
A-mod. Let E := EndA(A⊗BY ), we show gldim(E)≤ n. Due to Lemma 2.3, it is sufficient to prove
pd(EHomA(A⊗BY,X))≤ n−2 for all X ∈ A-mod.
Since gldim(EndB(Y )) = n, there is an exact sequence
0−→Yn−2
fn−2
−→ ·· · −→ Y1
f1
−→Y0
f0
−→ BX −→ 0
of B-modules with Yj ∈ add(Y ), such that the induced sequence
0−→ HomB(Y
′,Yn−2)−→ ·· · −→ HomB(Y
′,Y1)−→ HomB(Y
′,Y0)−→ HomB(Y
′,X)−→ 0
is exact for all Y ′ ∈ add(Y ). This means that fi : Yi → Ker( fi−1) is a right add(BY )-approximation of
Ker( fi−1). Here we understand f−1 is the map from X to 0. Since AB is a projective right B-module
and A⊗B− is an exact functor, the sequence
0−→ A⊗BYn−2
1⊗ fn−2
−→ ·· · −→ A⊗BY1
1⊗ f1
−→ A⊗BY0
1⊗ f0
−→ A⊗BX −→ 0
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is exact and Ker(1⊗ fi) = A⊗BKer( fi) for 0≤ i≤ n−2. By Lemma 2.4, the induced sequence
0→ HomA(A⊗BY,A⊗BYn−2)→ ··· → HomA(A⊗BY,A⊗BY0)→ HomA(A⊗BY,A⊗BX)→ 0
of E-modules is again exact. Note that A⊗BYj ∈ add(A⊗BY ) and HomA(A⊗BY,A⊗BYj) is a projective
E-module for 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 2. This implies pdE(HomA(A⊗BY,A⊗B X)) ≤ n− 2. By assumption, the
extension B ⊆ A is semisimple, this implies that the multiplication map εX : A⊗B X → AX is a split
surjective homomorphism of A-modules, and therefore X ∈ add(AA⊗BX). Hence
pd(EHomA(A⊗BY,X))≤ pd(EHomA(A⊗BY,A⊗BX))≤ n−2. 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Suppose that Artin algebras A and B are symmetric separably equivalent
through bimodules APB and BQA. Then, by [15, Theorem 4.1], there is a split, separable, Frobenius
extension A ⊆ EndBop(PB), with PB a projective generator for B
op-mod. Dually, there is a split, sep-
arable, Frobenius extension B ⊆ EndAop(QA), with QA a projective generator for A
op-mod. Thus A
and EndAop(QA) (respectively, B and EndBop(PB)) are Morita equivalent. Generally, for a semisimple
extension Γ ⊆ Λ of Artin algebras, if Γ is semisimple, then Λ is semisimple. Thus A is semisimple if
and only if B is semisimple. So we may assume that both A and B are non-semisimple. Since Morita
equivalences preserve representation dimensions, it follows now from Proposition 2.6 that
repdim(A)≤ repdim(EndBop(PB)) = repdim(B).
Dually, repdim(B)≤ repdim(A). Thus repdim(A) = repdim(B). 
Remark 2.7. (1) Separable equivalent algebras have the same finitistic dimensions, while symmetric
separable equivalent algebras have the same dominant dimensions. Recall that the finitistic dimension
of an Artin algebra A, denoted by findim(A), is the supremum of the projective dimensions of finitely
generated modules of finite projective dimensions. In fact, suppose that bimodules APB and BQA define
such an equivalence. Then, for an A-module X , we have pd(AX)≤ pd(AP⊗BQ⊗AX)≤ pd(BQ⊗AX)≤
pd(AX). This implies
findim(A) = sup{pd(BQ⊗AX) | pd(AX)< ∞} ≤ findim(B).
Dually, findim(B) ≤ findim(A). Thus findim(A) = findim(B). This argument also shows that global
dimensions are invariant under separable equivalences, as pointed in [13]. For dominant dimensions,
we note that the functors of the adjoint triple (P⊗B−,Q⊗A−,P⊗B−) preserve projective-injective
modules. This implies the equality of dominant dimensions of A and B. For the precise definition of
dominant dimensions, we refer to [28] and the references therein.
(2) If two Artin algebras A and B are symmetric separably equivalent, then one of them is a Goren-
stein algebra of dimension d (that is, injdim(AA) = d = injdim(AA)) if and only if so is the other.
Indeed, the adjoint pairs (P⊗B−,Q⊗A−) and (Q⊗A−,P⊗B−) yield that AP⊗BY and BQ⊗AX are
injective modules if AX and BY are injective modules because, in case of BY being injective, the functor
HomA(−,P⊗BY )≃HomA(−,HomB(Q,Y ))≃ HomB(Q⊗A−,Y ) = HomB(?,Y ) (Q⊗A−)
is exact. As in (1), we get injdim(AX) = injdim(BQ⊗A X) and injdim(BY ) = injdim(AP⊗BY ). This
gives the desired conclusion. Consequently, A is a self-injective algebra if and only if so is B.
Now, we apply the theorems to Frobenius extensions and get results of two types.
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Corollary 2.8. (1) Suppose that B is a non-semisimple Artin algebra. If B⊆A is a separable extension
of Artin algebras such that BAB is centrally projective over B, then repdim(A)≤ repdim(B). Moreover,
if C is an intermediate algebra between B and A such that CAC is centrally projective over C, then
repdim(C)≤ repdim(B).
(2) Suppose that A is a non-semisimple Artin algebra. If B ⊆ A is a split, H-separable extension
of Artin algebras, that is, A⊗B A ∈ add(AAA), and if BA and AB are projective, then repdim(B) ≤
repdim(A).
Proof. (1) Note that the representation dimension of B is at least 2. We consider the bimodule
AAB. Clearly,
∗(AAB) = HomA(AAB,A) = BAA and AA is a generator for A-mod. Since the extension is
separable, we have AAA ∈ add(AA⊗B AA), that is, A is AAB-separable over B. By assumption, BAB ≃
BA⊗A AB is centrally projective over B. Then, by Lemma 2.2(3) (or [22, Theorem 2]), B ⊆ A is a
Frobenius extension, and therefore the A-B-bimodule AAB is a Frobenius bimodule. Hence the first
statement in (1) follows from Theorem 1.1 or Proposition 2.6.
To get the last statement in (1), we note that, if A is centrally projective over B, then it is shown in
[22, Proposition 13, p.206] and the proof there that B⊆C is a separable extension and BCB is centrally
projective over B. Thus repdim(C)≤ repdim(B).
(2) Note that the representation dimension of A is at least 2. We consider the bimodule BAA. By
Lemma 2.2(2), B⊆ A is a Frobenius extension. Thus BAA is a Frobenius bimodule. Since the extension
B⊆ A is split, that is, BBB is a direct summand of BAB, the B-module BA is a generator for B-mod, and
B is BAA-separable over A. This can be seen by choosing a Frobenius system (E,xi,yi) and checking
that E is split surjective as B-bimodules (see [14, p.14]). By the assumption of H-separability, A⊗BA
is centrally projective over A. Thus all of the conditions of Theorem 1.1 are met. Whence (2) follows.

Corollary 2.9. Let k be a field. If B⊆ A is a separable extension of finite-dimensional k-algebras with
B non-semisimple, such that BAB is centrally projective over B, then repdim(A⊗kC)≤ repdim(B⊗kC)
for all finite-dimensional k-algebra C.
Proof. By [10, Corollary 2.8], as B ⊆ A is a separable extension, B⊗kC ⊆ A⊗kC is a sepa-
rable extension for any k-algebra C. Since BAB is centrally projective over B, B⊗kC(A⊗kC)B⊗kC ≃
B⊗kC
(
BAB⊗k CCC
)
B⊗kC
∈ add(BBB⊗k CCC) = add(B⊗kC(B⊗kC)B⊗kC). That is, B⊗kC(A⊗kC)B⊗kC is
centrally projective over B⊗kC. Thus Corollary 2.9 follows from Corollary 2.8(1). 
Remark that we always have repdim(A⊗k B)≤ repdim(A)+ repdim(B) for finite-dimensional al-
gebras A and B over a perfect field k (see [25]).
For a finite-dimensional Hopf-algebra H over a field k, a left H-module k-algebra A, and an invert-
ible normal two cocycle σ : H⊗kH → A, there is defined a crossed product A#σH of A and H with
respect to σ, which is an associative k-algebra with the underlying k-space A⊗kH and the identity 1#1.
For the precise definition of crossed products, one may refer to, for example, the book of Montgomery
[19, §7, p.101] or the original reference therein. For representation dimensions of crossed products,
we obtain the following result.
Corollary 2.10. Let H be a finite-dimensional, cocommutative Hopf-algebra over a field, A a left
H-module algebra and σ an invertible normal two cocycle. If A is not semisimple and has a central
element of trace 1 , then repdim(A#σH)≤ repdim(A). In particular, repdim(A#H)≤ repdim(A), where
A#H is the smash product of A with H.
Proof. Let us consider the canonical extension A→ A#σH,a 7→ a#1. By [19, Corollary 7.2.11,
p.111], A#σH is a direct sum of dimk(H) copies of A as A-A-bimodules. This means that the A-
A-bimodule A(A#σH)A is central over A. Note that a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra over a field
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has antipode always invertible. Since H is cocommutative and A has a central trace 1 element, the
extension A⊆ A#σH is separable by [5, Theorem 1.11]. Hence Corollary 2.10 follows from Corollary
2.8(1). The last statement follows from the first one. 
Proof of Corollary 1.3. If k is an Artin algebra and H is subgroup of a finite group G such that
[G : H] is invertible in k, then it is known that k[H]⊆ k[G] is a separable, Frobenius extension with the
Frobenius homomorphism
E : k[G]−→ k[H], ∑
g∈G
λgg 7→ ∑
g∈H
λgg
(for example, see [13, Example 3.1] for details). Clearly, the restriction of E to k[H] is the identity
map on k[H]. Therefore k[H] and k[G] are symmetric separably equivalent Artin algebras. This is even
true for k to be any ring and for G to be any group such that [G : H] is finite and invertible in k (see
[15, p.348]).
Now, Corollary 1.3(1) follows from Theorem 1.2 immediately, while Corollary 1.3(2) is shown
in Corollary 2.10. Note that for self-injective k-algebras A, there holds always repdim(A)≤ LL(A)≤
dimk(A), where LL(A) denotes the Lowwy length of A. 
The following is an immediate consequence of Corollary 1.3.
Corollary 2.11. If k is a field of positive characteristic p and P is a Sylow p-subgroup of a finite group
G, then repdim(k[G]) = repdim(k[P])≤ |P|.
Corollary 2.11 extends and improves [27, Proposition 4.1]. More importantly, it shows that de-
termination of representation dimensions of group algebras over a field for arbitrary finite groups is
reduced to the one for finite p-groups. For example, we have the following consequence.
Corollary 2.12. Let k be a field of positive characteristic p, and let G and H be finite groups.
(1) If G and H have an isomorphic Sylow p-subgroup, then repdim(k[G]) = repdim(k[H]).
(2) If the field k is perfect and if a Sylow p-subgroup of G is of the form Cpn1 ×·· ·×Cpns , where
n j ≥ 1 and Cn is the cyclic group of order n, then repdim(k[G])≤ 2s.
Proof. (1) If P is a Sylow p-subgroup of G and H , then Corollary 2.11 yields repdim(k[G]) =
repdim(k[P]) = repdim(k[H]).
(2) By Corollary 2.11, repdim(k[G]) = repdim(k[P]) = repdim(k[Cpn1×·· ·×Cpns ]). While k[Cpn1×
·· ·×Cpns ]≃ k[Cpn1 ]⊗k · · ·⊗k k[Cpns ] and repdim(k[Cpn ]) = 2 for n≥ 1, it then follows from [25, The-
orem 3.5] that repdim(k[G])≤ 2s. 
Now we pass to considering Frobenius extensions of quotient algebras. First, we mention the
following lemma which is ready to prove.
Lemma 2.13. Let I be an ideal in a ring R and R¯ := R/I. Let X andU be right R-modules and UI = 0.
If RV is an R-module with IV = 0, then U⊗RV ≃U⊗R¯V and X⊗RV ≃ (X/XI)⊗RV ≃ (X/XI)⊗R¯V.
Corollary 2.14. Let B ⊆ A be a separable extension of Artin algebras such that BAB is centrally
projective over B. If I is an ideal in A such that A(I ∩ B) + (I ∩ B)A = I, then repdim(A/I) ≤
repdim(B/(I∩B)).
Proof. Set A¯ := A/I and B¯ := B/(I ∩B). We will show that B¯ ⊆ A¯ satisfies all conditions in
Corollary 2.8(1). It is known (for example, see [10]) that an extension S ⊆ R of rings is separable if
and only if there are elements xi,yi ∈ R, 1≤ i≤m, such that ∑i xiyi = 1 and ∑i axi⊗ yi = ∑i xi⊗ yia in
R⊗SR for all a ∈ R. Thus, for the separable extension B⊆ A, there are 2n elements ai,bi ∈ A such that
∑i aibi = 1 and ∑i aai⊗bi = ∑i ai⊗bia. Let
− : A→ A¯,a 7→ a¯= a+ I be the canonical projection. Then
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∑i x¯iy¯i = 1. By Lemma 2.13, under the map
−⊗−B , we also have ∑i a¯x¯i⊗B¯ y¯i = ∑i x¯i⊗B¯ y¯ia¯ in A¯⊗B¯ A¯
for all a ∈ A. Thus the extension B¯⊆ A¯ is separable.
To see that the B¯-B¯-bimodule A¯ is centrally projective over B¯, we consider B-B-bimodules as Be-
module, where Be := B⊗k B
op is the enveloping algebra of B. Then B¯e = Be/J with J = (I ∩B)⊗k
Bop+B⊗k (I
op ∩Bop). Assume BAB⊕ BYB ≃
⊕m
j=1 BBB. Then, applying the functor (B
e/J)⊗B− to
this isomorphism, we get
B¯
(
A/(A(I∩B)+ (I∩B)A)
)
B¯
⊕ (Be/J)⊗BeY ≃
m⊕
j=1
B¯
(
B/(I∩B)
)
B¯
Since I = A(I∩B)+(I∩B)A, we obtain B¯A¯B¯ ∈ add(B¯B¯B¯). Thus Corollary 2.14 follows from Corollary
2.8(1). 
Finally, we compare representation dimensions of symmetric algebras with the ones of their parabolic
subalgebras (see [3]).
Let A be a symmetric algebra over a field k with a symmetrizing form t : A→ k. A subalgebra B
of the symmetric algebra A is called a parabolic subalgebra (relative to t) of A if
(1) B is a symmetric algebra with the restriction of t as its symmetrizing form, and
(2) BA (or equivalently, AB) is a finitely generated projective module.
Observe that if B is a parabolic subalgebra of A, then B⊆ A is a Frobenius extension of k-algebras
with a Frobenius homomorphism BrAB : A→ B such that its restriction to B is the identity map on B (see
[3, Proposition 5.2]). Moreover, if (BrAB,ei,e
′
i) is a Frobenius system of this extension (see notation in
[3, p. 177]) and if the relative Casimir element ∑i eie
′
i is invertible in the center of A, then it follows
from [3, Proposition 3.6] that B ⊆ A is a separable extension. In this case, we have a symmetric
separable equivalence between A and B again by [15, p.348]. Thus we get the following corollary by
Theorem 1.2.
Corollary 2.15. If B is a parabolic subalgebra of a symmetric algebra A such that the relative Casimir
element is invertible in the center of A, then repdim(A) = repdim(B).
Let us end this section by a couple of examples.
(1) Suppose k is a field of characteristic 2. Let A4 and V4 be the alternative group of degree 4
and Klein 4-group, respectively. Then k[A4] and k[V4] are not stably equivalent (see [21]), but they are
symmetric separably equivalent (see the proof of Corollary 1.3). By Theorem 1.2 or Corollary 2.12(1),
repdim(k[A4]) = repdim(k[V4]). Since V4 ≃C2×C2 and k[V4] is representation-infinite and of Loewy
length 3, we have repdim(k[A4]) = repdim(k[V4]) = 3.
(2) Let p 6= q be two prime numbers, and let Sq and Aq be the symmetric and alternative groups of
degree q. If k is a field of characteristic p, then repdim(k[Sq]) = repdim(k[Sq−1]) and repdim(k[Aq]) =
repdim(k[Aq−1]).
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